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About This Content

Monster is as monster does! And when it comes to catching magic underwater beasts, nothing does the trick like our grotesque
Halloween lures and atrocious live baits!

This freaky-licious pack of Halloween holiday treats is just what you need to trick the creepy monsters into biting! Featuring a
complete magic arsenal of all unique Halloween baits and lures, that underwater abominations like Ghost Pikes, Mutant Gars,

Skeleton Bluegills and even the ferocious Frankenfish can’t resist!
We’ll even toss in 666 superstition Credits and 13 lucky BaitCoins to add some magic numbers to this brew!

The Tricky Treats Pack includes:
* 13 BAITCOINS use to purchase certain fishing tackle, available only for BaitCoins. Spend your BaitCoins wisely!

* 666 CREDITS use your Credits to purchase new tackle, pay for fishing trips, repairs and any other in-game expenses. Spend
your money wisely!

BAITS AND LURES
* Silicon Spider 10 cm (x10)

* Skull Jig 1 1/2 Oz. (42 g), #6/0 (x10)
* Hooks: Hawk Claw; Vulture Claw; Eagle Claw (x10)

* Baits: Dead Mice; Pig's Eye; Rotten Minnows; Frog; Bloodworms; Maggots; Sour Bread; Moldy Cheese; Dried Locusts; Candy
(x50)
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Title: Fishing Planet: Tricky Treats Pack
Genre: Free to Play, Massively Multiplayer, Simulation, Sports
Developer:
Fishing Planet LLC
Publisher:
Fishing Planet LLC
Release Date: 26 Oct, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: OS Version - Windows 7, 8, 10 x64

Processor: Dual-Core 2.4 Ghz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Graphics Card Intel HD4600 or higher

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 12 GB available space

Additional Notes: External mouse or compatible Xbox controller required

English,French,German,Polish,Russian,Ukrainian,Dutch
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Easily one of the the better Choice games. I was slow to get into it and not very impressed at first but here I am, having finished
the game three times and still feeling like there is a ton of unexplored content. Well worth it's humble price.. Not a bad game.

I've played enough side-scrollers to last me a lifetime, but I gotta say, the jetpack is pretty cool. It allows for a lot of movement
options not really afforded by standard gameplay. The powerups coming from money which you then spend to buy stuff is an
interesting choice, I dunno if I like it. And the only downside I see to running out of fuel (on which your flamethrower and your
jetpack both run off) is not being able to use said flamethrower - your jetpack can continue to 'run on fumes' as it were.

I dunno, obviously you're probably not going to buy this game for this game alone, I expect you're picking it up in a bundle or
something.

Mainly, this is a nostalgia game, I think.. LET THEM EAT HONEY 10\/10. This is the last NFS game with cops and decent
street races.

NFS:MW 2005 is not for sale as digital at origin\/uplay\/steam but this one compensates well.

12\/10. I quite enjoy this hidden gem. Thanks Sterling. The screaming bride is stressful as she hunts you down. When I bought
this game I wasn't expecting how much I would end up playing. I even bought a copy for a friend.. To any fans of the Discovery
and History channel shows where guys go around and pick through trash to find something rare and valuable, look no further. I'll
be honest, I'm not a huge fan of the TV shows but this is a simple point and click game that anyone can master with a ton of
easy achievements. For someone who isn't that big on the genre, it does a great job of hooking you in. Overall, a solid
experience. 7 / 10. "It's pretty good"

Allow me, in my limited technical terms, to explain.

It's a free port of a mobile game to the PC. One of your standard gachapon-style card-ability-based games. Fuse cards, get cards,
use cards, etc.

But it's done in a way that TECHNICALLY you don't need to spend any irl money AT ALL. Really the only microtransaction
that you could really get a bonus from is magicite and you get get that naturally over time as you play the game.

The graphics appear to have been updated for the PC port. Everyone's done via the mouse, and some of the terms from the app
to the PC have stuck around (like 'sliding your finger' to next page).

Overall, battles are quick, fun to watch, have a lot of good effects and don't require a big graphics requirement to play at good
frames.

EDIT: It apparently runs in 60 FPS.

Overall, it's a great time-spender and IF YOU HAD\/HAVE THE GAME ON YOUR PHONE you can transfer your data over
to the PC with no issues.

Would recommend.. Simple but great. Awesome game!. A quick experience but fun nonetheless.. A nice update of the 80s
original. A different take on chess.
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Always loved playing necro\/summoner class heroes in RPGs and other games, this is just the type of game I need. Looks cool,
interesting gameplay, stable, great overall. Maybe should add some difficulty levels later, cuz right now it's a bit too easy.. The
first time I bought Tropico I was looking for something different. Tired of the same old shoot-em-up stuff. Tropico had just
come on the market and looked interesting. I was supprised at how much fun it was. i found it very addictive and ended up
spending a lot of time in it. I tryed Tropico Pirate's cove but couldn't get into it. I saw that Tropico 3 had gone back to more the
way it was and I wanted to play it again so I bought it. I am not sorry I did. There are some things I don't care as much for but
overall I think it is a great game. I would recomend this to anyone.. Root Double: Before Crime * After Days -Xtend Edition
(ROOT√DOUBLE) is a mystery/sci-fi visual novel video game developed by Regista and Yeti collaboration. It was first
released on 2012. An updated version called Xtend Edition was later released in 2013 and finally 2016 for PC.

ROOT√DOUBLE is a beautiful game. 60-70 hours long of story. Nice visualization and bgm. Fully japanese voiced dialogues
with mostly famous voice actors. All-round interesting/likeable casts. Several mysteries and plot twists will thirst a player with
curiosity as they want to find out more and more. The great thing about this game is that every single phenomenon that
represented here are explained by sciences which are all existed in real life topics. And most of time, plot twists and
explanations are worth the wait. It's well-educated writing that even rare to find in most sci-fi of a same genre or what not.

As a name of genre stands, much of gameplay will involve the player reading the story's narrative through text and image.
Required little to no interaction from the player. The player then will be presented with decision options that affect the course
of the game. The decisions made result in one of branching storylines in game, which player will end up with different ending.
An essential system to that is called "Senses Sympathy System" ("SSS"). Instead of giving out a flat-out choices like most other
VN does, the player is represented with the way to manipulate player own impression or feeling toward characters via SSS
throughout the game. Player's "feeling" will affect character they currently take control and thus influencing them to take
different action, eventually affect the progress of the story. The SSS is based on the Enneagram of Personality, with each of the
main characters representing one of the nine different types. When player reach certain point of story where it supposedly calls
"branches" player will be presented with SSS Enneagram where the player is allowed to give their input or adjust feeling.
However, only characters that are relevant to the scene can have their Senses be adjusted. There're several branches in the game
and player will be given opportunity to adjust SSS more than they can count, thus there're several ending in the game. To add
more convenience, it comes with save/load states where player can choose to save or load to any point of game. It also comes
with auto play text and voice without having to constantly click a screen to process, and fast forward button for skipping the
entire set of dialogues to the next important choices that can be resulted in different route immediately. They also include the
skip an already readed-text button in case you want to revisit some part of story in between. The best feature is that you can
jump backwards to any scene you want by accessing backlog, there's no limit in jumping backward so can keep doing that until
you back to square one

ROOT√DOUBLE takes place in fictional location in Japan called Rokumei City far distant into future (AD 2030). Inside the
giant nuclear research facility, an incident occurs. And thus, nine characters are trapped inside such facility's basement. Running
the risk of exposing in nuclear radiation, the nine characters must do every mean necessary to survive. As they move on, they
uncover several mysteries that occurred right in that closed space. Overwhelmed by stress and fear, paranoid and malice, the
player's determination will be put into test, should their most honest "feeling" able to save all nine souls and uncover all the
mysteries that surrounding them?

Story has two main scenarios and two characters for each, and some more unlockable scenarios. Two main characters are
Watase Kasasagi of √A and Natsuhiko Tenkawa of √B. Entire story is as long as 60-70 hours fills with pure story. Upon
complete the game, an additional Xtend episode is unlocked, where player can learn a bit more about character.

Watase is the captain of the rescue squad for Rokumei City sent to nuclear facility and conduct resuce operation. However due
to unknown reason, he suffers from amnesia and does not remember who he is. Though he's still weighed with responsibility as
the rescues squad and have to save everyone no matter the condition he is in.

Natsuhiko is the high school student, who find himself searching inside the facility for some reason and get caused up in the
nuclear meltdown.

Due to how stories are told, playing √A first is recommended, as the √B contents several spoiler for √A and is mostly fill up
with lore and explanation which may or may not dragging player around. If player manage to complete both √A and √B, a more
scenario will be unlocked.
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On top of interesting storyline are a refined arts and well composed soundtracks. they sometime give you a sense of stress, fear
and even sorrow and happiness, they're all delivered through them. Player will find there's something worth remembering in
every scnces. Once a supposedly flat-normal conversation of some scenes can suddenly turn depth once you reach certain plot in
story later on. There're several unlockable CGs as well.

In conclusion. I seriously recommend to anyone who're interesting in a serious/mystery with dose of sciences. It's honestly an
hidden gem, and unfortunately is an underrated game. It stands on high quality VN. It's obvious that the writer had put so much
thought on it, and studied a lot just for this game to exist.

Note: There's no 18+ version of a game.. A great match 3 game with nice gfx, sfx, music and gameplay. The game is easy and
addictive. When you start you just wanna do 1 more level after another. The game can also be played in small portions. But i do
miss that they dont save in a middle of level because sometimes you must go and later have to restart whole level. The levels
arent that hard to beat but still a save wouldnt hurt. Achivements are EASY to get so if hunt for those this game is for you :)

GFx 8-10
SFx 8-10 and Music 8-10
Gameplay 10-10

I would gladly recommend this game to all my friends, and guess i have... ;). 10/10 Gameplay
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